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BUILDING BRIDGES FOR AN EQUITABLE FUTURE

2023 ROADMAP 
TO SHARED 
PROSPERITY



CREATING THE ENERGY FOR ACTION
CA FWD celebrates its sixteenth year as a statewide nonprofit organization focusing on racial 
and geographic equity, environmental sustainability and economic growth for all.

The role of CA FWD is a unique one. We are a catalyst 
for action, bringing the right people together to get 
the job done. It’s a role we don’t take lightly. We 
understand that there are often difficult, yet necessary, 
conversations—something we do not shy away from.

Throughout the years, these conversations have 
resulted in the opportunity to advance issues critical to 
shared prosperity, including planning regional inclusive 
economic development; building a sustainable energy 
future; developing federal infrastructure spending 
priorities; creating generational wealth through more 
equitable housing and more.

Along with our partners, we’ve developed programs 
and calls to action resulting in tangible dollars for 
California, including CA FWD’s wildfire call to action, 
which helped garner $1.5 billion for wildfire resilience 
spending; the call to create a shared appreciation 
homeownership program, resulting in $500 million in 
general fund dollars; and the $600 million Community 
Economic Resilience Fund (CERF). In 2022, we 
published our energy call to action and look forward 
to championing this issue in 2023 and beyond.

Our most recent California Economic Summit in 
Bakersfield—the largest Summit we’ve hosted to  
date—resulted in new ideas to help bridge the divide 
and create inclusive, sustainable growth. We are  
proud that our annual Summit is a place where  
work truly gets done. As one Summit attendee said,  
“I have rarely seen a gathering that is more focused  
on actual action.”

Our advocacy arm, the California Forward Action Fund, 
is poised to take on a more prominent role this year, 
engaging legislators and other policymakers on issues 
that are critical to people throughout the state.

Our California Stewardship Network, an alliance of 
regional leaders throughout California, continues to 
provide invaluable effort and insight into regions-up 
solutions that prioritize equity and inclusion.

We are excited for you to read this year’s Roadmap 
to Shared Prosperity, which outlines the ways we 
are convening and collaborating to advance policies, 
programs and practices that help create a more 
equitable future for California. 

Thank you for being on this journey with us.
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https://cafwd.org/resources/californias-wildfire-crisis-a-call-to-action/
https://cafwd.org/resources/california-dream-for-all/
https://cafwd.org/resources/california-dream-for-all/
https://cafwd.org/resources/guide-to-regional-inclusive-economic-development/
https://cafwd.org/resources/guide-to-regional-inclusive-economic-development/
https://cafwd.org/resources/building-a-sustainable-energy-future-a-call-to-action/
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2023 PRIORITIES
CA FWD is committed to creating inclusive and sustainable 
economic growth. We do this by supporting interrelated  
policy action areas that help all Californians across  
the state’s regions prosper.

Our current action areas include Housing For  
All, Ecosystems & Climate Resiliency, Thriving  
Economies, Education Cradle to Career and  
Connecting California.

Below are our priorities for 2023 within each of  
these action areas. These priorities were drafted  
over the last year by our work groups and further  
refined in the working sessions at the 2022  
California Economic Summit. These priorities will  
be moved forward through our collaborative  
approach, including through the California Forward  
Action Fund, our California Stewardship Network and  
our Young Leaders Advisory Council. We will measure  
the state’s progress through our California Dream Index.

Housing and Homeownership Work Group
Building wealth through housing entrepreneurship and supporting small BIPOC developers

 2023 Priorities

 Support and strengthen local capacity to maximize participation in middle density development

 Advocate for state-level solutions and legislation that enables middle density development

 Advance the creation of a BIPOC developer fund to add capacity and reduce barriers for small-scale 
developers of color

HOUSING FOR ALL

These priorities were developed and finalized 
during the 2022 California Economic Summit 
working sessions. Live sketch artists digitally 
created this image, providing a dynamic visual 
summary of the working session discussion. 

Click to view full image

Learn more at: cafwd.org/housing22

https://cafwd.org/summit/
https://cafwd-action.org/
https://cafwd-action.org/
https://cafwd.org/ca-stewardship-network/
https://cafwd.org/ylac/
https://cafwd.org/california-dream-index/
https://cafwd.box.com/s/eynze0dgf4pghgmm5jdylrf5vmti2eoj
http://cafwd.org/housing22
https://cafwd.box.com/s/eynze0dgf4pghgmm5jdylrf5vmti2eoj
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Building a Sustainable Energy Future Work Group
Cultivating energy strategies that lead California towards an inclusive, net zero economy

 2023 Priorities
CA FWD is committed to fostering and supporting regions-up collaboration and decision-making on energy 
transition policies focused on the following priorities that arose from our energy call to action and input from 
stakeholders who attended the 2022 California Economic Summit:

 We Must Act Urgently & Carefully: California must more rapidly plan, permit and build new energy generation 
and transmission projects, while strategically calibrating its actions to ensure the energy system it creates is 
sustainable, reliable, affordable and equitable.

 We Must Increase Renewable Energy Production & Be Technology Agnostic: California needs an energy 
approach that embraces the full range of carbon-free sources of energy and reinvests in our domestic 
manufacturing sector to support their deployment.

 We Must Address Baseload Energy Today & For the Future: California needs a reliable grid, which will require 
a combination of dramatically increasing battery/long-duration energy storage systems, accelerating the 
deployment of geothermal power, reconsidering nuclear energy and/or a robust regional transmission grid.

 We Must Invest in Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS) & Non-Carbon Energies: An array of carbon capture 
technologies will help us mitigate emissions from the imperfect-but-necessary energies/industries we still need 
today as we work to develop a diverse portfolio of zero-carbon energy sources for the future.

 We Must Show Leadership & Share the Decision-Making: State policymakers and regulators have to make 
some hard choices and trade-offs and must engage regional collaboratives and community-driven planning to 
equitably drive this change.

ECOSYSTEMS & CLIMATE RESILIENCY

Click to view full image

Learn more at: cafwd.org/energy22

These priorities were developed and finalized 
during the 2022 California Economic Summit 
working sessions. Live sketch artists digitally 
created this image, providing a dynamic visual 
summary of the working session discussion. 

https://cafwd.org/resources/building-a-sustainable-energy-future-a-call-to-action/
https://cafwd.box.com/s/2qfrf8so8yuf7xj6omjs9vyenfafkups
https://cafwd.box.com/s/2qfrf8so8yuf7xj6omjs9vyenfafkups
http://cafwd.org/energy22


Learn more at: cafwd.org/landscapes22
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Economic Prosperity in a Changing Climate Work Group
Fostering a more equitable, prosperous and climate-resilient future

 2023 Priorities

 Collaborate across action areas to embed climate and equity as fundamental elements of each decision we make 
about economic systems like land use, housing, transportation, career pathways, natural resource management 
and community investment

 Promote and raise awareness of collaboration across climate and economic development stakeholders and 
across state and federal economic and climate programs

Resilient and Productive Landscapes Work Group
Meeting climate goals by reducing wildfire risk and supporting rural communities

 2023 Priorities

 Establish an evidence-driven basis for ensuring California invests in wildfire and forest resilience solutions that 
match the size and scale of the crisis

 Support the establishment and implementation of a statewide biomass utilization strategy to advance forest 
health and scale up a bio-economy

 Broaden outreach and coalition building across diverse communities, sectors and lands to advance solutions, 
including viable bio-based and wood products industries

Click to view full image

Click to view full image

Learn more at: cafwd.org/climate22

These priorities were developed and finalized 
during the 2022 California Economic Summit 
working sessions. Live sketch artists digitally 
created this image, providing a dynamic visual 
summary of the working session discussion. 

These priorities were developed and finalized 
during the 2022 California Economic Summit 
working sessions. Live sketch artists digitally 
created this image, providing a dynamic visual 
summary of the working session discussion. 

https://cafwd.box.com/s/kcx8fx4203cakwcc9qlgsbn2zeaadoq3
http://cafwd.org/landscapes22
https://cafwd.box.com/s/awvk2ncbe3p7pv0nk3ruu0v5xbxv0lo8
https://cafwd.box.com/s/kcx8fx4203cakwcc9qlgsbn2zeaadoq3
http://cafwd.org/climate22
https://cafwd.box.com/s/awvk2ncbe3p7pv0nk3ruu0v5xbxv0lo8
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Advancing Inclusive Regional Economies (Going Beyond CERF) Work Group
Supporting California’s unique demographics through inter-regional information sharing and advocacy

 2023 Priorities

 Strengthen and support a regions-based Community of Practice to share learnings and generate  
promising practices

 Encourage state alignment of other resources and programs towards CERF regions to support regional  
inclusive economic strategy implementation

 Create opportunities and support for learning and alignment within regions

 Create spaces for philanthropic engagement and support

In 2023, this group will focus on the development of Inclusive Economic Development Educational Materials  
for various stakeholders.

THRIVING ECONOMIES

Click to view full image

Learn more at: cafwd.org/regions22

These priorities were developed and finalized 
during the 2022 California Economic Summit 
working sessions. Live sketch artists digitally 
created this image, providing a dynamic visual 
summary of the working session discussion. 

 “I’m excited to be in a room where we’re not being competitive with each 
other, where we’re sharing information. The Summit provides that. It’s a great 
opportunity to learn from others.”

 — Sonia Campos-Rivera, Senior Vice President of Policy and Public Affairs, UNITE-LA

https://cafwd.box.com/s/y299sa0aldjd200updzysdbww9ach7sp
https://cafwd.box.com/s/y299sa0aldjd200updzysdbww9ach7sp
http://cafwd.org/regions22


Creative Economy Work Group
Ensuring California’s creative communities and cultural heritage thrive

 2023 Priorities

 Strengthen a creative workforce and industry grounded in equity

• Build out a model for a statewide pilot program to support creative workforce development and pathways  
into high paying jobs and high road training partnerships

• Scale regional creative workforce development initiatives to increase racial diversity representation while 
setting an entry-level living wage

• Develop partnerships with local workforce boards 

 Prioritize the creative economy as a leading industry in California

• Build out a model for a statewide pilot program to support a Creative Economy planning group and a  
multi-agency strategic plan to envision the future of the creative economy for California

• Increase public investment in arts and culture

 Integrate arts and culture into local community and economic development strategies

• Promote arts and culture as partners to community and economic development organizations

• Collaborate across sectors to support arts and culture in regional economic development and  
infrastructure projects

 Develop policies to support creative small businesses and self-employed arts workers

• Build out a model for a statewide creative entrepreneurship academy and cross-sector collaboration on 
unemployment and safety net solutions to support independent arts workers 

Click to view full image

Learn more at: cafwd.org/creative22

These priorities were developed and finalized 
during the 2022 California Economic Summit 
working sessions. Live sketch artists digitally 
created this image, providing a dynamic visual 
summary of the working session discussion. 
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https://cafwd.box.com/s/6a5cbt0yu12v17hr0ebra4y75vscypkz
https://cafwd.box.com/s/6a5cbt0yu12v17hr0ebra4y75vscypkz
http://cafwd.org/creative22
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Entrepreneurship and Small Business Ownership by Women and People  
of Color Work Group
Building a supportive ecosystem for the state’s entrepreneurs and small business owners

 2023 Priorities

 Support a small business ecosystem grounded in equity by:

• Advancing solutions to capital access barriers and other persistent systemic inequities faced by women and 
POC owned small businesses, as outlined in the group’s 2021 framework document

• Integrating small business voices into regional economic development and planning processes

 Identify barriers to equitable small business participation in the state’s economy and leverage state policy and 
regional practice to foster greater inclusion

NEW IN 2023  Advancing Manufacturing Work Group
Strengthening California’s manufacturing ecosystem and regional economies through a unified, strategic approach

Following a highly productive associated event at the 2022 California Economic Summit, the Advancing 
Manufacturing work group has been newly relaunched to actively promote the policy priorities below in the  
year ahead.

 2023 Priorities

 Form a statewide Manufacturing Council to advise state leaders and coordinate manufacturing-related activities 
to maximize state and federal funding opportunities

 Elevate the role of manufacturing in meeting the state’s decarbonization and economic development goals 

 Identify specific needs to best position the state’s manufacturing sector for growth (e.g., regulatory reform, 
funding, education and public awareness, workforce development and DEI goals, data/research)

Click to view full image

Learn more at: cafwd.org/smallbusiness22

Learn more at: cafwd.org/manufacturing22

 “[The Summit] brings policymakers, small businesses, individuals, community-
based organizations into one place to have these kinds of conversations where 
we can advance ideas you love.”

 — Tara Lynn Gray, Director, California Office of the Small Business Advocate

These priorities were developed and finalized 
during the 2022 California Economic Summit 
working sessions. Live sketch artists digitally 
created this image, providing a dynamic visual 
summary of the working session discussion. 

https://cafwd.box.com/s/snl5imh004bz23g3y7hram8wquj7gqzn
https://cafwd.box.com/s/du79x5sm1hb24fd3a33gf4gqgh1qo2qe
https://cafwd.box.com/s/snl5imh004bz23g3y7hram8wquj7gqzn
http://cafwd.org/smallbusiness22
http://cafwd.org/manufacturing22
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Learn more at: cafwd.org/broadband22

Education and Workforce Work Group
Supporting equitable economic mobility through a more cohesive education and workforce system

 2023 Priorities

 Advocate for a systems approach to education and workforce development that emphasizes collaboration  
over competition

• Further develop, advocate for and implement state policies and regional practices to support seamless 
transitions between education and workforce segments (early childhood, K-12, post-secondary, workforce)

 Raise awareness of affordable, quality early childhood care and education as an equity and workforce issue and 
support efforts to reduce barriers to access

Broadband for All Work Group
Bridging the Digital Divide

 2023 Priorities

 Advocate for the state and federal governments’ historic broadband investments, including SB 156, to be 
implemented swiftly, efficiently and equitably across California

 Ensure that the needs and priorities of the regions, as advanced by the Regional Broadband Consortia and other 
partners, are fully reflected in state digital equity planning processes

EDUCATION CRADLE TO CAREER

CONNECTING CALIFORNIA

Click to view full image

Click to view full image

Learn more at: cafwd.org/workforce22

These priorities were developed and finalized 
during the 2022 California Economic Summit 
working sessions. Live sketch artists digitally 
created this image, providing a dynamic visual 
summary of the working session discussion. 

These priorities were developed and finalized 
during the 2022 California Economic Summit 
working sessions. Live sketch artists digitally 
created this image, providing a dynamic visual 
summary of the working session discussion. 

https://cafwd.box.com/s/kes7tkpidal2vs7gv4odz2wcr58dg7ke
https://cafwd.box.com/s/0exfvq7ekbnm4ipf0j58qsjnyo41mon4
http://cafwd.org/broadband22
https://cafwd.box.com/s/0exfvq7ekbnm4ipf0j58qsjnyo41mon4
https://cafwd.box.com/s/kes7tkpidal2vs7gv4odz2wcr58dg7ke
http://cafwd.org/workforce22


ADVOCATING FOR AN  
EQUITABLE FUTURE 
The California Forward Action Fund, the 501(c)(4) advocacy arm  
of CA FWD, strives to improve the quality of life for all Californians by  
advocating for policies that create inclusive, sustainable growth and improved government 
at the state and local levels. The Action Fund is the vehicle that moves a number of policy 
recommendations forward to advance equitable, environmental and economic progress for  
the people of California.

THE ACTION FUND’S IMPACT
Since 2007, the California Forward Action Fund has worked to enact reforms that 
fundamentally improve how public dollars are spent and give Californians better tools to 
hold elected leaders accountable. Below are just some of the reforms the Action Fund has 
championed to reduce partisan gridlock and increase transparency and accountability:

For more information on how you can invest  
and partner with the California Forward  
Action Fund, please contact David Nelson  
at david.nelson@cafwd-action.org.

  CITIZEN REDISTRICTING
The passage of Proposition 11 in 2008 took  
the decennial job of drawing political boundaries  
away from lawmakers and gave it to citizens to  
reduce partisan gerrymandering.

  CALIFORNIA LEGISLATIVE    
         TRANSPARENCY ACT
Proposition 54, approved by more than 64 percent 
of voters in the 2016 general election, requires the 
Legislature to distribute and post legislation online 
in its final form at least 72 hours before a final floor 
vote by either house, as well as comply with other 
transparency requirements.

  RAINY DAY FUND
Proposition 2 in 2014 provided a mechanism for 
managing volatile revenue streams and saving  
money to provide essential services during  
economic recessions.

  TOP-TWO PRIMARY & TERM  
         LIMIT REFORM
The Action Fund supported Proposition 14 in 2010, 
which gave every voter the right to vote for all 
candidates in primary elections, and Proposition 28  
in 2012, which allowed state lawmakers to serve up  
to 12 years in either house of the Legislature.
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https://cafwd-action.org/
mailto:david.nelson@cafwd-action.org


WORKING REGIONALLY  
TO ADVANCE  
SOLUTIONS FOR ALL 
CA FWD’s California Stewardship Network (CSN) is a statewide coalition of regional  
civic leaders committed to creating prosperity for all. 

With a focused approach on equity and inclusion, 
environmental sustainability and economic growth, 
CSN partners lead innovative regional solutions that 
can be scaled up to solve some of our state’s most 
pressing challenges. The CSN collaborates with CA 
FWD in engaging the broader set of stakeholders 
needed to advance solutions that work for the diverse 
communities within each region.

The CSN’s policy priorities are formulated each 
year after an extensive annual process that centers 
regional priorities and lived experiences and are 
reflected in the work of several Summit work groups. 
For 2023, priority areas include regional inclusive 
economic development; “missing middle” housing and 
homeownership; broadband, energy and other key 
infrastructure; education and workforce; and climate 
adaptation and resilience.

In 2023, several CSN partners across the state will  
also begin deploying activities related to the 
Community Economic Resilience Fund (CERF) 
planning phase through regionally based cross-sectoral 
groups, further integration of data and meaningful 
community engagement.

The CSN will continue its commitment to the Becky 
Morgan Steward Leadership Program by identifying 
local leaders in their regions to participate in the 
program and help deepen their understanding of 
regional and statewide policy issues, hone their 
decision-making skills and unite with other leaders  
to learn, grow and change California.

 “The CSN is a valuable asset for me as a regional leader. All in one network, I am 
able to learn about and activate relevant policies and programs; connect with other 
leaders who are working through regional challenges and get support for our work in 
challenging statewide initiatives. I’m looking forward to participating in the network in 
2023 as California takes on inclusive economic development through the Community 
Economic Resilience Fund (CERF), deploys infrastructure investments, and addresses 
critical community, environmental and economic issues.”

 — Evan Schmidt, Co-Chair, CSN and CEO, Valley Vision
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For more information on the California 
Stewardship Network, please contact 
Ismael (Ish) Herrera at ish@cafwd.org.

https://cafwd.org/ca-stewardship-network/
mailto:ish@cafwd.org
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ORANGE COUNTY
• Orange County 

Business Council

STATEWIDE MEMBER
• University of California Agriculture  

and Natural Resources

REDWOOD 
COAST
• Redwood Coast 

Rural Action

LOS ANGELES
• Los Angeles Area Chamber of Commerce

• Los Angeles County EDC

• UNITE-LA

CENTRAL COAST
• Economic Development 

Collaborative

• Monterey Bay Economic 
Partnership

• REACH

BAY AREA
• Bay Area Council

• North Bay  
Leadership Council

• San Mateo County 
Economic Development 
Association

• Silicon Valley  
Leadership Group

• Sonoma County Economic 
Development Board

• Sonoma County Human 
Services Department

NORTH STATE
• 3CORE

• North State Planning and 
Development Collective at CSU Chico

GREATER SACRAMENTO
• Valley Vision

SAN DIEGO
• San Diego 

Regional EDC

SIERRA NEVADA
• Sierra Business Council

• Tahoe Prosperity Center

SAN JOAQUIN VALLEY
• Central Valley Community Foundation

• Fresno Business Council

• Stanislaus Community Foundation

• Greater Bakersfield Chamber of Commerce

INLAND EMPIRE
• Inland Empire 

Community 
Foundation

• Inland Empire 
Economic 
Partnership

• Lift to Rise

CALIFORNIA STEWARDSHIP 
NETWORK PARTNERS

MORGAN CHARITABLE FOUNDATION

CA FWD, the California Stewardship Network and the Becky Morgan Steward Leadership 
Program would like to extend a special thank you to the following sponsors for core support:
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LEADING FOR THE FUTURE 
CA FWD’s Young Leaders Advisory Council (YLAC) 
was born out of a need to address the growing rift in 
generational engagement and underrepresentation  
of young people (ages 17-24) in policy and  
decision-making bodies across the state.

As members of the generation who will inherit the outcomes of 
the policy decisions made today, YLAC recognizes the urgency 
of being part of policy discussions and actions impacting the 
state. YLAC is committed to developing intergenerational and 
sustainable policy solutions for the future. YLAC accomplishes 
its mission by leading and participating in policy development 
through CA FWD’s work groups, purposeful representation in 
regional planning efforts, and legislative advocacy and education.

YLAC leads and participates annually in the California Economic 
Summit, as well as year-round conversations with policymakers 
and stakeholders to foster creative ideas and shared priorities.

 “The ability of this Council 
to expand networks and 
build young leaders is just 
incredible. It’s been an 
invaluable experience that has 
changed my career trajectory. 
It’s so important to foster 
our young leaders of today, 
knowing that so many of 
the issues that we’re dealing 
with in California are issues 
that will be passed from 
generation to generation.”

 — Mark Borges, Young Leaders Advisory 
Council memberInterested in joining YLAC? Email info@cafwd.org 

for more information and sign up for our newsletter 
to stay up-to-date on the application process, which 
opens in the spring!

https://cafwd.org/ylac/
mailto:info%40cafwd.org?subject=
mailto:https://cafwd.org/newsletter/?subject=
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PROVIDING THE DATA  
FOR PROGRESS 
CA FWD’s California Dream Index (CDI) measures 10 trackable  
indicators for economic mobility, security and inclusion. CA FWD built  
the CDI to hold policymakers, decision-makers and ourselves accountable  
for our policy work across 10 critical outcome measures, including:

Affordable Rent

Homeownership

Incomes Above Cost of Living

Short Commutes

College and CTE Certification

Broadband Access

Prosperous Neighborhoods

Clean Drinking Water

Air Quality

Early Childhood Education

 “As a County Supervisor, I rely on my constituents to share their diverse 
perspectives to inform my decision-making. I supplement the insights I 
glean from their stories with the hard data the California Dream Index 
provides to get a fuller view of constituent issues.”

 — Supervisor Wendy Root Askew, Monterey County

https://cafwd.org/california-dream-index/
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CALIFORNIA DREAM INDEX  
IN ACTION

ADVANCING BROADBAND FOR ALL
The California Dream Index provided the data needed for our Broadband for All work group—along 
with other multi-sector partners—to successfully advocate for a historic $6 billion investment to expand 
broadband infrastructure and improve internet access for unserved and underserved communities.

This investment in broadband was signed by Governor Newsom in 2021 and is already at work, with 19 
projects for statewide middle-mile buildout scheduled for completion by December 2026.

The following shows 2020 broadband access broken down by demographic data:

Broadband access for Black, Latino and Native American Californians still lags behind access for other 
demographic groups

BUILDING ACCESS TO HOMEOWNERSHIP
One of our priorities from last year’s Roadmap to Shared Prosperity was, “Design the California Dream for 
All program framework to provide financing assistance for qualified homebuyers.”

We partnered with the State Treasurer’s Office on this priority by developing a report that set the 
framework for the California Dream for All program, which uses a shared appreciation model to help 
generate household wealth for low- and moderate-income homebuyers. The program was ultimately 
included in the 2022-23 state budget signed by Governor Newsom.

The report used data from the California Dream Index to make the case for why a homeownership 
program of this kind is needed. The following chart highlights some of the CDI data included in the report:

Homeownership has declined for Black, Latino and white Californians from 2010-2020

Broadband Access in California (2020 
CDI)

American Indian/Alaska Native 86
Asian 91
Black 87
Latino 86
Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander 90
White 89
Multiracial 89
Some other race 85

% % % % % % %

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020
Black 39 38 37 36 35 35 34 34 34 35 35
La�no 46 46 44 44 43 43 42 43 43 44 45
White 62 61 60 60 59 58 58 59 59 59 59

%

%

%

%

%

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

Black 39 38 37 36 35 35 34 34 34 35 35

Latino 46 46 44 44 43 43 42 43 43 44 45

White 62 61 60 60 59 58 58 59 59 59 59

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

Black 39 38 37 36 35 35 34 34 34 35 35

Latino 46 46 44 44 43 43 42 43 43 44 45

White 62 61 60 60 59 58 58 59 59 59 59

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

Black 39 38 37 36 35 35 34 34 34 35 35

Latino 46 46 44 44 43 43 42 43 43 44 45

White 62 61 60 60 59 58 58 59 59 59 59

Demographic 
homeownership data 
from 2010-2020, 
shown by percentage

mailto:https://cafwd.org/resources/california-dream-for-all/?subject=


CALIFORNIA ECONOMIC 
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Governor, State of California
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The Panetta Institute for Public Policy 

CA FWD LEADERSHIP 
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JOHN CHIANG, Co-Chair

ASHLEY SWEARENGIN, Co-Chair

CATHARINE BAKER, Vice-Chair

CAROLINE WHISTLER, Treasurer

SUNITA COOKE

JIM HEERWAGEN

JENNIFER HERNANDEZ

GUSTAVO HERRERA

JACQUELINE MARTINEZ GARCEL

LENNY MENDONCA

NICK ORTIZ

PETE PETERSON
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EVAN SCHMIDT

JEFFERY WALLACE

MICAH WEINBERG

THANK YOU TO OUR  
WORK GROUP LEADS
Housing and Homeownership
ADAM BRIONES

RACHEAL MEIERS

Economic Prosperity in 
a Changing Climate
MICHAEL MCCORMICK

EVAN SCHMIDT

Resilient and Productive Landscapes
STEVE FRISCH

GLENDA HUMISTON

Advancing Inclusive Regional 
Economies (Going Beyond CERF)
COURTNEY FARRELL

JACKIE MELENDEZ

Creative Economy
JULIE BAKER

GUSTAVO HERRERA

Entrepreneurship and Small  
Business Ownership by Women 
and People of Color
JOSALINE CUESTA

PAT FONG KUSHIDA

TARA LYNN GRAY

Advancing Manufacturing
MATT BOGOSHIAN

LANCE HASTINGS

TRISH KELLY

Education and Workforce
SONIA CAMPOS-RIVERA

JERMAINE HAMPTON

SU JIN JEZ

JESSICA KU KIM

MICHAEL WIAFE

Broadband for All
EDUARDO GONZALEZ

TRISH KELLY

JASON SCHWENKLER

THANK YOU TO  
OUR SPONSORS
Access Plus Capital

Aera Energy

Asian Business Association Foundation

AT&T

Bank of America

Blue Shield of California Foundation

California 100

California Department of Housing and 
Community Development

California Resources Corporation

California State University, Bakersfield

Central Valley Community Foundation

Chevron

College Futures Foundation

Employment Training Panel

First 5 LA

Greater Bakersfield Chamber

Half Moon Bay Brewing Company

Health Net

Highlands Community Charter and 
Technical Schools

Kaiser Permanente

Kern Community College District

Kern County Superintendent of Schools

Mastercard

Moulton Niguel Water District

PayPal

PG&E

Sunstone Management

The Wonderful Company

UC Agriculture and Natural Resources

Valley Strong Credit Union

Wells Fargo

SUMMIT LEADERS AND PARTNERS

CONTACT: 916-491-0022  |  info@cafwd.org  |  cafwd.org  |  @MoveCAFWD  |  @CAEconomy

Join us for the Summit in 2023!

2023 CALIFORNIA ECONOMIC SUMMIT: 
COACHELLA AND IMPERIAL VALLEYS
October 11-13 | Indian Wells

mailto:info@cafwd.org
http://cafwd.org

